Beall Concert Hall Tuesday evening 
8:15 p.m. May 17, 2005

**PROGRAM**

**Sonatina**
for clarinette and piano
Bohuslav Martinů (1890-1959)  
Sandy Holder, piano

**Memoriam: Beslan** (2005)
World Premiere
Michael McGee (b. 1949)
Matthew Fuller, violin  
Cheng-An “Gina” Chi, violin  
Michelle Rahn, viola  
Derek Newell, cello  
Josh Hackanson, percussion  
Paul Cummings, conductor

**INTERMISSION**

**Sonata** (1962)
for clarinet and piano
Francis Poulenc (1899-1963)
Sandy Holder, piano

**X–Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra**
Scott McAllister (b. 1969)
Mathew Fuller, violin  
Yoichiro Etsuki, violin  
Cheng-An “Gina” Chi, violin  
Samara Humbert, violin  
Emma Tepfer, viola  
Michelle Rahn, viola  
Derek Newell, cello  
Sahmie Yun, cello  
Dylan DeRobertis, bass  
Hung-Yun Chu, piano  
Paul Cummings, conductor

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Doctor of Musical Arts in Clarinet Performance

Blake McGee is a student of Wayne Bennett

* * *
105th Season, 124th program